


:		
Cluster	Lensing	And	Supernova	survey	with	Hubble	

A 524-orbit multi-cycle treasury program aiming at: 
 

-  Measuring the profiles and substructures of  Dark Matter in Galaxy Clusters                               
     with unprecedented precision and resolution.  
-  Detecting Type-Ia supernovae out to redshift z ∼ 2.5 to measure                           

the time dependence of  the dark energy equation of  state.  
-   Detecting and characterize some of  the z > 9 galaxies yet discovered.  
-   Studying the internal structure & evolution of  galaxies in/behind the clusters.  



MACS 0329-0211 

X-ray images of the 25 CLASH clusters. 20 are selected to be “relaxed” clusters (based 
on their x-ray properties only). 5 (last column) are selected specifically because they are 
strongly lensing θE > 35”. All CLASH clusters have Tx > 5 keV. 
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The CLASH (HST) Gallery 

20 clusters are x-ray selected (Tx > 5 kev, low asymmetry),  
5 clusters are very strong lenses (Einstein radii > 30 arcsec) . 



25 x-ray selected relaxed
massive galaxy clusters

at intermediate 0.1<z<0.9



Comprehensive Multi-wavelength �
Coverage 

•  HST 524 orbits: 25 clusters, each imaged      
in 16 passbands. (0.23 – 1.6 μm) ~20 
orbits per cluster. HST survey complete. 

•  Subaru wide-field imaging (0.4 – 0.9 μm) 
•  Chandra x-ray Observatory archival data 

(0.5 – 7 keV) and XMM data. 
•  Spitzer Space Telescope archival and new 

cycle 8 data (3.6, 4.5 μm) 
•  SZE observations (Bolocam, Mustang) to 

augment existing data (sub-mm) 
•  VLT, LBT, Magellan, MMT, Palomar 

Spectroscopy (~30,000 spectra) 



Theoretical expectations for CLASH  
Photometric redshifts using 16 bands. 

•  Δz ~0.02(1+zs) for 80% galaxies with F775W < 26 AB. 
•  Resolve Lyman-Balmer break degeneracies (UVIS-NIR). 
•  N(phz)/N(spz)~6 for z>1 galaxies. 
•  Secure identification of  z>7 galaxies.  



Jouvel+14	

σz~0.04!



Standard Photo-z Simulations assume… 

Hubble	UDF	

Photometric	Noise	

Magnitude Redshift Sp-Type 

Library of  
Galaxy Templates 



Predictions based on 
simulations do work !  

Molino+2014	



MACS0717 
(z=0.548) 



•  Different per each cluster. 
•  Contaminates other galaxies. 
•  Spatially inhomogeneous. 
•  Wavelength-dependent. 
•  Small and large-scale effect. 
•  Makes photometric noise   
   highly non-Gaussian for NIR. 

The PROBLEM to deal with: An strong additional and slippery 
source of  photometric uncertainties arises from the background.  

macs0717	



An aggressive Background subtraction                 
retrieved closer colors to the originals 

Input-output  
magnitudes 



SExtractor was enormously underestimating         
the real photometric Uncertainties. 
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The fraction of  retrievable sources was 
also background-dependent 



 

•  The ICL+BACKG was  
• distorted the performance 
•  up to ~0.02(1+z) !!  

UDF 
galaxies 

We quantified the bias on photo-z’s simulating              
a galaxy cluster and injecting it in the CLASH images. 



Update 1:  
An optimal background 

subtraction per each cluster. 



CHEFs software (Jiménez-Teja 2012, 2015 & 2016 )         
to model+subtract galaxies and remove the ICL 



Update 2:   
A double total-restricted         

& total-moderate  
aperture photometry            
for cluster galaxies. 



For cluster galaxies,       
the enormous magnitude 

evolution in between    
the UV and the NIR filters 
makes standard aperture 

photometry inefficient. 
 

Detecting on NIR-bands 
leads to an artificial 
deterioration of  the 

signal-to-noise in the 
shorter wavelengths.  



Twice is better than just one: a total-moderate        
and a total-restricted photometric apertures.  

RESTRICTED: Optimal for 
photo-z since it enhances 
the S/N in the shortest 
wavelengths and retrieve 
accurate colors.  

MODERATE: More convenient 
for the estimation of  physical 
parameters such as stellar 
masses, ages, metallicities…  



Generating new PSF-models for all clusters  
Visually  selecting >100 stars from all clusters within 1’ (WFC3/NIR FoV) 



Update 3:  
De-biasing photometric 

upper-limits for  
photo-z estimations 



MACS1206	
					(z=0.439)	



Underestimated uncertainties overestimate photom.       
Upper-limits, favoring (artificial) high-z solutions 



Update 4:  
Exhaustively mapping out 

the color-space in  
massive galaxy clusters 



Observed tension to cover the color-space in clusters 
BPZ was complemented with an additional template. 



Update 5:  
Incompatible p(z) with 

observed colors for very 
bright cluster galaxies 



dz/1+z  
~14%!! 

Several bright well-isolated elliptical  
galaxies got totally wrong photo-z!! 



Update 6:  
Magnitude-dependent       

zero-point recalibration 



Standard (global) zero-point refinements did not improve        
the precision of  all types of  galaxies 

Jouvel+14	



After a deep inspection, we identified a  
magnitude-dependent zero-point offset in the data. 



New  
photo-z catalogues        

for the 25 CLASH clusters. 



Cluster	RedshiQ	



New Photometric Redshift Precision 



New Photometric Redshift Precision 



Molino+17 also in arXiv: 1705.02265 



Catalogues available at MAST 
h,ps://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/clash/ 





Cluster Membership using  
photometric redshifts 

Cluster		
redshi9	

Redshi9	
spread	P(

T)
 



Cluster Membership using  
photometric redshifts 





 

o  The CLASH data represents the most accurate (HST)                   
and homogeneous multi-waveleng=h dataset (UV+OPT+NIR)          
to exGlore several massive galaxH clusters at 0.1<z<0.9 

 
 

o  An specific backgRound subtRaction has been found per each 
individual cluster, (mostly) restoring the original colours of 
galaxies embedded in the ICL. 

 

o  A new “total-restRicted” photometRH has defined to enhance        
the sigXal-to-noise of the bluest filters (200-500 nm), retRieving 
more accurate colours for photo-z estimations, pushing the 
photo-z depth to a deeper magXit[des. 

  

 

Take-home ideas 



o  A secondarH “total-moderate” photometRH has also been 
perfor\ed to derive physical proper=ies of galaxies. 

 

o  Underestimated photometRic uncer=ainties were leading to  
an excess of high (>4.0) redshist galaxies. A be`er estimation 
of the uncer=ainties and a more conseraative photometRic              
upper-limits seraed to mitigate this bias in the n(z).   

 

o  An additional galaxH template was necessarH for BPZ                     
to be`er map out the colour-space of cluster galaxies.                      
This template reduced the photo-z sca`er around the cluster.  

Take-home ideas 



 

o  The new results for the CLASH photo-z yields an accuracy           
(on cluster galaxies & using only 14 filters) of: 

 

•  dz/1+z < 0.8% for magXit[des F814W<18 AB. 
•  dz/1+z < 1.0% for magXit[des F814W<20 AB. 
•  dz/1+z < 1.5% for magXit[des F814W<22 AB. 
•  dz/1+z < 2.0% for magXit[des F814W<23 AB. 
 

o  This results not only surGass those presented in Jouvel+2014       
but  also represent the most accurate photo-z catalog[e               
up-to-date derived on galaxH clusters.  

 

Take-home ideas 



 

o  The photometRic-z pipeline presented in Molino+17a for            
the CLASH suraey will be applied to the HFF & RELICS HST 
progRammes, to derive accurate photo-z’s for 70 HST           
massive galaxH clusters. 
 

o  Taking advantage of the zPDFs , a systematic membership 
analysis will be under=ake (Molino+18a, in prep.).  

 

o  Star=ing with an analysis of the Red-Sequence for galaxies    
down to a magXit[de F814W<26AB, a Bayesian LuminositH    
and Mass f[nction will be conducted (Molino+18b, in prep.)   

 

Take-home ideas 


